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G03B17/00 Details of cameras or camera bodies| Accessories therefor | lens hoods or caps | (ref: G03B11/04)

B60Q1/0023 the element being a sensor  e.g. distance sensor  camera

H04N7/18 Closed circuit television systems  i.e. systems in which the signal is not broadcast | television transmission of measure..

H04N7/183 for receiving images from a single remote source

G02B17/008 Systems specially adapted to form image relays or chained systems

B60R1/00 Optical viewing arrangements | house mirrors and spies | (ref: A47G1/00)| | |  antiglare equipment  e.g. polarising  f..

B60R1/12 Mirror assemblies combined with other articles  e.g. clocks

G02B27/0006 with means to keep optical surfaces clean  e.g. by preventing or removing dirt  stains  contamination  condensation | (..

G08B1/08 using electric transmission | | transformation of alarm signals to electrical signals from a different medium  e.g. trans..

B60R16/0237 circuits concerning the atmospheric environment | meteorology | (ref: G01W)
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